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STONES
H a i r

Booking Fee
You will be asked to pay a partial Booking Fee for large Colour Service Appointments.

We run a strict Cancellation Policy. 
When booking a service that timescale is reserved for you, a late cancellation or no show 
means the gap cannot be filled. Our Staff are Employed by Stones, therefore we hope you 
understand the cost of Missed Appointments and No Shows. Our Text service will remind 
you of your Appointment, a late Cancellation will be charged at 50% of the total booking.

 Graduate Stylist Designer Senior Creative
    Designer Designer

Cut & Style £26 £28 £30 £32 £35
Restyle £29 £31 £33 £35 £38
Clipper Cut  £13  £15  £17  £18       -
Grey Colour Cover Up* From £20
*Patch test required 48hrs prior to your appointment.

Under 8yrs From £14
9-13 yrs From £20

Cutting (Male)

Children (Mon-Thursday only with Graduate &Stylist) 



Rapture Hair Extensions By consultation
With Rapture you can create thicker, more lavish and full bodied hair 
with a natural bounce. 100% human hair extensions are applied 
into your own hair, they are reusable and applied in a unique way for 
natural blending.

Wedding Hair By Consultation

 Colour Lover* Colour service Lots of locks

Full Head Foils £79 £89 £99
Half Head Foils £62 £68 £78
Partial Foils £50 £56 £66
BabyLights                                      £92 £110 £120
Root Touch/Toner (with above) £15                  £15 £15 
Balayage  £92 £98 £108
Balayage & Root Drag £104 £110 £120
Balayage Queen  £117 £123 £133
(The whole shebang inc Olaplex)
Full Head Colour £46 £50 £60
Root Touch £40 £45 £50
Semi/Demi £40 £46 £56

Olaplex in Colour  £20

Colouring

* Colour Lover - Return within 8 weeks to receive this discount.
*  All Colour Services Require a PATCH TEST 48 Hours BEFORE 

APPOINTMENT.  A Patch Test is for your safety, a colour service will be 
cancelled without a patch test performed 48 hours before the appointment 
which may result in a late cancellation fee.

All Colours must add on
a Cut & (or) Blow Dry.  Graduate Stylist Designer Senior Creative

    Designer Designer

Cut & Blow £37 £42 £47 £52 £57
Lots of Locks 1hr £42 £47 £52 £57 £62
Restyle £47 £52 £57 £62 £67
Blow Dry  £20  £24  £26  £28 £30
Lots of Locks 45 mins £25 £29 £31 £33 £35
Party Hair Up From £40

Cutting

Olaplex Treatment   £25
In a Nutshell Olaplex is a treatment that repairs and reforms hair 
bonds within the hairs structure, which can be broken by colouring 
and other daily stresses such as heat appliances. Olaplex helps your 
hair feel thicker and stronger and your colour last longer.


